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COMMUNITY — CAVE FIRE — AFTER ACTION REVIEW (AAR) 

Saturday, December 14, 2019, 1:00 PM 
Location: Laurel Springs Ranch, Painted Cave Rd 

Called to Order 1:03 PM 
 

 

Board Members in Attendance: Dennis Clegg, Jenny VanSeters, Ina Brittan, Linda Murphy,  
Jessica Tunney, Nic Proctor, Al Flinck 

Guests Present: 57 (See Attendee List) 

 
 

 

Agenda:  

1. Thank you and Welcome 
2. Brief Overview of What an After-Action Review (AAR) Is 
3. AAR of Cave Fire 
4. Community Input Regarding 

a. Those that Stayed 
b. Those that Evacuated 

5. Phil Seymour / SB County Fire Recap 
6. Next Steps 

 
 

 

• Thank you and Welcome  
1. Dennis Clegg, MET President 
2. Nic Proctor, MET Vice President  
3. Phil Seymour, MET Community Defense Team 

 

 

• Brief Overview of what an After Action Review (AAR) is 
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1. Consists of four elements reviewed/discussed after all incidents:  
1. What was planned? 
2. What actually happened? 
3. Why did it happen? 
4. What can we do next time? 

 

• AAR of Cave Fire 
1. What was Planned: The MET Community Defense Team planned to keep an eye on the 

fire. Lookouts set up at Dennis Clegg property (East end of Ogram), Peggy Cooke’s 
property (End of Glenn on Rim), Tunney/Proctor Property (East end of Lookout) 

2. What actually happened: Served a 32-hour watch from the above listed lookouts.  
3. What actually happened: Charged 3600 ft of hose, primed and ran pumps, prepped 

hydrants and turned on generators when needed.  
4. What actually happened: Designated trigger points to vacate if fire reached a specific 

point. Never needed to implement from the upper community. The lower loop had to 
vacate once the fire moved into the resident’s private property.  

5. What actually happened: Assisted CHP with home evacuations included in the 
Mandatory Evacuations of Painted Cave and surrounding areas. Requested the Barkers 
be assisted by CHP in evacuation. (Requested CHP to arrange an Easy Lift to take them 
to the Goleta Valley Community Center Shelter).  

6. What actually happened: Reported spot fires to 911 that were seen from the 
Tunney/Proctor lookout.  

7. What actually happened: Lower loop was impacted the most, several properties had 
damaged water and electrical systems. 

8. What actually happened: Overall, turned out to the a very educational and unexpected 
‘fire drill’ 

9. Why did it happen: Wind driven wildfire broke out on East Camino Cielo at aprox 
4:15pm on Tuesday, Nov 25, 2019, Los Padres NF, East Camino East of Radio Towers 
above Painted Cave 

10. What can we do next time: See attached Action Item List 

 

 
• Community Input: Those that Stayed  

1. Dennis:  Lost previous house to the Thomas Fire. Very grateful to the professional FFs, 
learned a lot from this experience.  

2. Jenny: In•Telligent Communications were essential, 6-months of being a non-profit we 
weren’t as prepared we would have preferred to be but felt we did a great job with 
what we had available to use.  

3. Jessica: The experience showed our strengths as a community.  
4. Bud: We were standing and ready to go into action. Water Company’s generators were 

in place at the main pump and were ready for when the power went out. 50,000 gallons 
of PC water went to the Incident FFs to help with the fire.  

5. Steve: Being able to provide communication to direct neighbors was invaluable. Stayed 
calm because the MET remained calm. The hour before sunrise was the most stressful. 
Watching it unfold made him realize he needed to help the community and join the MET 
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6. Randy: Could not get back on the mountain due to not having a local address on his DL. 
Need proper ID. Looking for a future location for a burn pile training. Acknowledged the 
weed-whipping work done along Painted Cave Rd by the MET was critical in slowing the 
fire and allowing emergency responders a safer passage to the fire. Had a major effect 

7. Allen: Priority was to keep devices charged to stay in communication with MET and 
family. Was good practice in charging hose line and priming pumps. Tuesday morning 
was worrisome until the FFs were able to prevent forward motion. 

8. Carl: Needed special assistance evacuating his partner whom is wheel-chair bound. Very 
grateful to CHP for helping.  

9. Michael M: Communications were good. Lacked a single fitting that stopped an entire 
suppression system from working. Need to improve equipment. Need to prioritize home 
equipment systems functionality and train all MET members on the individual systems. 
Prepare a few trucks for spot fires. Had a mishap with his own vehicle (incident within 
an incident, emergency break failed). Need to get better radio systems in place.  

10. Rusty: Neighbor asked him to “gel” his house because she was out of town.  
11. Larry: Went to neighbors and deployed hoses and gathered some valuables.  
12. Alex: Noted miscommunications regarding the danger factor, everyone’s level of 

experience and safety varies, and we need to better address the worries of those that 
are less experienced. Location and intensity of the fire panicked some but not others. 
Community Chipping needs to be done ASAP. 

13. Michael C: Critical to get home within the timeframe before the hard closure window 
closed. Wonder why weren’t some of the fire hydrants ready to use? 

14. Phil S: Felt everyone was alert and did very well. However, we didn’t have the strategic 
plan in place yet. Had to scramble to get equipment deployed in approx. 2 hours. Plan 
for next year: more equipment, 1/3 short on hose to cover full community. MET is 
unequally distributed throughout the community. Ogram has a lot of active members 
but not so much on the other side of community. Need individuals to get their own 
yards prepared, have garden hoses out that can be used to help put out spot fires. Need 
more radios. Need more training on the radios. Did not have a capability to get to the 
lower community, MET needs official truck for access to incident area. Critical to get 
dedicated equipped trucks. Everyone was calm and performed well.  

15. Nic: Felt with the minimal training the MET members had everyone did very well. 
Properties in the lower loop were saved due to the vegetation management previously 
done by homeowners. Two strike teams (one from LA) were replaced by a County Task 
Force. Water tender was damaged by tree in the switchbacks by Cave, need to address 
the tree and remove it. Need a chipper, put out funding requests for this. Had borrowed 
WRA in the past.  

16. Rocky: Third on scene with County. Staged at Arnoldi’s property, plus put out a spot fire 
on SMR.  

17. Phil B and Ina: 50-year residents. Did all the prep work they were supposed to do, 
cleaned the gutters, deck furniture, trash cans, cushions inside, hose lays, primed their 
pump, provided 3000 gallons of water to FFs. Called their neighbors! Their vegetation 
clearance was good, limbed up oak trees. Established observation points to keep a close 
eye on the situation. Ready to go. Keep chainsaws primed and ready to go. Was using 
theirs at 2am with the FFs. 6+ agencies in the Lower Loop. Fuel mitigation was key to 
saving the property all around the lower loop.  
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18. Ann: Hopes Forest Service does a better job of taking care of the brush piles from areas 
they have cleared. Large pile left on their property for several years. This is the pile that 
caused the slop over on the PC Rd.  

19. Al: Because of the lower loop fuel mitigation the agencies felt safe to go into the loop.  

 
 

 
 

• Community Input: Those that Evacuated 
1. Linda: Evacuated at 5pm, decided to use EEC (away from the fire). Got behind 

stopped cars, that were being redirected down PC Rd because equipment was 
coming up ECC. Felt that wasted value time and was asked to go “towards” the 
fire. She thought no one would be coming up, but at least 12 cars (residents) 
were racing up PC Rd to get home to their family/pets. Worry of a potential 
accident. Could have been a bad situation.  

2. Katie: Evacuated in the middle of the first night. First experience evacuating 
during an active fire, eerie drive, couldn’t tell how close the fire truly was. Was 
convinced she was going to lose her house, so grateful she didn’t.  

3. Bre: Thought about the community pets, etc: Need to figure out to help those 
that can’t get up to help own animals. Need to complete a plan for this.  

 
 

 

• Phil Seymour / SB County Fire Meeting Recap 
1. Was scheduled to meet before the fire but had to meet afterwards.  Met with Chief 

Hartwig, Woody Enos (Operations), and Rob Hazard (Fire Marshall)  
2. They can’t endorse the MET but they are OK with what the MET is doing, so long as we 

act sanely and safely.  
3. Would like the MET to merge communications with the WRA 
4. MET can aid the County if we arrive quickly on scene before them and report the size up 

and possibly put out a fire if possible.   
5. Financial support is not likely but shared communication support 
6. Ultimately Chief Hartwig would like a full-time County fire station at the top of SM Pass 

at the Los Padres Station.  
7. May require a special tax district to augment the funds. $1M per year to staff a full 

station, would include an EMT services.  
8. We provided information regarding the evacuations in PC during the fire that they 

appreciated.  
9. Possible “Shelter in Place” option on Laurel Springs Ranch. Rob Hazard to do a site visit.  
10. Clearing! Clearing! Clearing! County needs safety zones so they can proceed into the 

community. Without them they won’t.  
11. Ready. Set. Go. 
12. The MET will need to step up our training significantly.  
13. Local County FFs are more familiar with our areas but out of county agencies are not so 

they may not go into some of the same areas the County would.  
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14. We need good maps of water locations, the community, roads, turnarounds, etc. (many 
copies) 
 

 
 

• Next Steps 
1. MET Training to Continue 
2. Need access to a Chipper, Purchase ($65,000 or Borrow) 
3. Connect with Homeowners to do work within the community. The canopy is all 

connected and needs to be thinned.  
4. Set up a Community Directory  
5. Increase MET Membership participation to contribute towards the various committee 

needs.  


